French scientists elected to the National Academy of Sciences
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On April 29 the National Academy of Sciences announced the election of 72 new members and 18 foreign associates from 9 countries in recognition of their distinguished and continuing achievements in original research.

Three French scientists were elected to be members:

ASPECT, ALAIN; director of research and professor, Ecole Polytechnique
Laboratoire Charles Fabry, Institut d'Optique, Orsay, France (France)

CAZENAVE, ANNY; senior scientist, Laboratoire d'Etudes en Géophysique et
Océanographie Spatiales, Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales (CNES),
Toulouse, France (France)

HOFFMANN, JULES A.; Distinguished Class Research Director, IBMC, Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Strasbourg, France
(France)

Learn more by consulting the NAS press release.